ABSTRACT. As the winding number of unimodular function on R increases must the mass of the measure from which it arises (via the Fourier transform) increase?
II^'-'-'IIb > Km{r)
where ctr £ (1 -6,1] and where K depends only on Sup/ -Inf/. Furthermore, there exists a function lu such that ui(r) -* +00 asr -► +00, that satisfies: if f is in addition monotone then ||efr'||B > Ku>(r)
where K depends only on Sup / -Inf /. The monotone case of the theorem has been obtained by A. M. Olevskii, [0] . THEOREM PROOF. We use p(t) for ft dp,. The proof uses the Cohen-Davenport proposition which we now state.
PROPOSITION. Suppose a system of Q3 -+-1 functions {moo} U {mka: k = 1,...,Q2;s = Í,...,Q} can be found that satisfy the following with respect to a measurep: LetP0 = {m00}. Pk -Pk-iLi{pmksrñk¡ : p £ Pk-i, s < t}\j{mka}.
(a) ||n.fc.||oo < 1-(b) p(mka) > 1. (c) \p(prnksm~ki)\ < e~Q forp£ Pfc_x and s < t.
We use these notations: ^x(y) = elxy. For any function g and any set S jump g on S = supx y€S \g(x) -g(y)\. Jump g = Jump g on R. Fix QÇN. The smallness e = e-Q/3 will be used. Choose X so that |i¿_|_i/i¿| > X for i = 1,2,... insures C\i>2{r: lxi{r) is within e of -1; r G an interval I where jump ~fXl on / < e} ^ 0.
Fix <5 and choose Xo so that 2tt/\0 < 6.
The proof idea is this. Provided only that jump / is sufficiently large compared to Q, Xo we will select two systems of real numbers {¡too} U {xka : k = 1,..., Q2; s = 1. • • • » Q}\ {í/oo} U {yka :k = l,...,Q2;s = l,...,Q} that satisfy
(ii)ForA; = l,2,...,Q2; s = 2,...,Q
(iii) Let F0 = {ioo, yoo}-Fk = Ffc_i U {z + 2fca -2fct : 2fca = xka or j/fci" 2fct = Zfct or 3/fct : s < t, z £ Ffc_i} U {xka} U {î/fcS}-1/(2 + xka -ifct) -f(z + ifcs -2/fct)| < e and 1/(2 + Vks -Xfct) -/(^ + yka -ykt)\ < e for z £ Ffc_i and s < t.
From the x, y systems we construct the m's as follows. Select r(< 1) within 2tt/X0(< 6) of 1 so that eir(/(Xfc')-/(!"")) is within e of -1 for all k and 8 = 2,..., Q. This is possible by (i), (ii) . (This r plays the role of ar in the theorem; ws is determined by the number needed to dilate / so that it has the required jump with respect to \o>Q needed to find {xka,yka}.) Then let mka = h{eirH*«-hxk.+eirf{y-)lyk.)-We check that this system satisfies (a), (b), (c) with respect to p = exr¡. (a), (b) present no problems. To check (c) note that since p, mka have .A-norm (= sum of the absolute values of their coefficients) < 1 we need only show: \p(lzfXk.mkt)\ < e~Q and \p{lzlykJñkt)\ < e~Q for z £ Ffc_i and t > s (so t > 2). We do the first. ß(lz1xk.fnkt) = h{*~ir}{xkt)H.z + Xks -Zfct) + e~ir^y^p(z + xka -ykt))
But e~irf(x**) is within e~Q/3 of -eirf^k^ and r < 1 means eirf^z+x<"~Ifc«) is within e~Q/3 of eir^z+Xk,~yk^ (by (iii)) and so the summands almost cancel and hence (c).
We are thus left to select the x, y systems. The method is to overload the jumps of /. Choose w so that jump (of /) on [w, oo) < e. The existence of lim^-^oo f(x) is needed here. Let loo = 2/oo -w-Let xu = yn = xqo-Choose w so that jump [w, z/u] = X0. Let x12 > yi2 be jump points. Suppose xia, yia for s < t are known with in > J/n > ••• > Xi(t-i) > 2/i(t-i)-Choose w so that [w,yi(t-i)] has jump X^t-1^Xo and let xit > yu be jump points. Note that the jump in /, denoted J\, needed to form F\ is at most e + Xo + X0X + • • • + XqX^-l\ The rest of the argument is to show that knowledge of Jk-i gives knowledge of Jk. Thus the required jump Jq2 can be computed recursively as a function of Xo,Q.
Suppose Ffc_! is known. Card Ffc_i depends only on Q, X0; we call it L. Let ifci = 2/fci = x00. Let [w,ykl] have jump, j2, -\-Jk-i(Jk-i/e)Lxk2,yk2 will be selected from [w,yki] , and hence jump on xk2,yk2 < j2. List ifc_i = «i,... ,«£,. Now we overload jumps. From [w, yk\\ select a subset S\ with (Lebesgue) measure of /(Si) > Jk-i\(Jk^i/e)L~1 such that jump on z\ -f-xfci -Si < e; this is possible since [«1(-(-oo) can be partitioned into Jfc_i/e e-jumps. Select from Si a subset S2 with measure of f{S2) > Jk-i\(Jk-i/e)L~2
and jump on z2 -\-xk\ -S2 < e. Continuing in this manner we obtain a set S with measure f(S) > Jk-i\
andiump on Zi+xki-S (= Zi+ykl-S) < e for all i. Choose Xfc2 > yk2 points of S that exhibit at least a Jk-i\ jump. Now suppose Xki = Vki > ■ ■ ■ > Xk(t-i) > Vk(t-i) are known, and suppose xfc(t-i), yk<t-i) were selected from [w, yk[t_2)\ having jump jt-i-Choose w so that [w, yk(t-1)] has jump jt = jt-i\(Jk-\/e)L'2t. From [w, yk^t-\)\ we select a set S with measure f(S) > jt-\\ and such that jump z¿ -j-Xfcs -S < e and jump 2¿ -\-yks -S < e for all ¿ and s < t. Let Xfct > j/fct be points that exhibit at least a jt-i • X jump. Thus, Jfc = e + j2 H-h Íq2 works and the main theorem is proved. Now if / is in addition monotone the sets S of the previous argument can be chosen to be intervals and, hence, we can choose points in S having jump exactly 7T. We thank Professors H. Helson and T. Ramsey for their conversations on this problem.
